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Author's response to reviews:

We deeply appreciate that you reviewed with your sincere consideration about our manuscript. We tried to do our best to answer your questions which are very critic and important to improve this research. What we have done for your comment is as follows

1. Ethics statement.

answer : We revised as follows-" This research was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Yeungnam University(YUH-13-0395-O40)."

2. We revised as follows

answer : We revised as follows-" The authors declare that they have no competing interests."

3. Authors' contributions

answer : We revised as follows-" E-KK and H-KL designed the study, performed data analyses, and drafted the original paper. Y-HC trained and supervised dentist and dental hygienist to collect data.. K-CW transfered patients to dental clinic. S-GL and ATM provided comments on the original draft and contributed to the development of the final draft. All authors read and approved the final manuscript."

Finally, we would be happy if our manuscript is transferred to BMC oral health.

Thank you for your scrupulous review again.